Bowl ads are super boring

"Most of the ads were so bad that the themes they locked in were not even funny. So the commercials were bad, and we have come to expect from Super Bowl ads. Interestingly, the most memorable commercial this year was one about a baby the video "The Peanut Butter Jelly Time" from the website of Sony Pictures and was aired during each break. And the stampede "The Priceless" commercial was as listlessly singing.

Buckhower had outstanding sports knowledge when he pointed out that only to minutes into the game, several advertising groups had already put their ads on the air. Then he said that soap commercials filled in that cutting-edge quality. He said the ads are boring even to Buckhower.

In fact, some of the commercials were found to be expensive. According to some reports, the average cost of a thirty-second ad during a Super Bowl commercial was $3 million. However, many of these ads were never seen by the audience because they were not chosen for being aired.

Buckhower noted that the most memorable commercial was one about a baby. However, he said that the ad was not funny. He pointed out that the video "The Peanut Butter Jelly Time" from the website of Sony Pictures was the most memorable commercial this year. He said that the ad was about a baby.
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